ALI LIEBERT AND BRETT DALTON
WHIP UP DELECTABLE ROMANCE IN
‘COOKING WITH LOVE,’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING FEBRUARY 11, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL

STUDIO CITY, CA – MONTH DAY, 2018– Ali Liebert (“Ten Days in the Valley,” “A Gift to
Remember”) and Brett Dalton (“Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.,” Lost in Florence) star in “Cooking with
Love,” a new, original movie premiering Sunday, February 11 (9 p.m. ET/PT) on Hallmark
Channel. This romantic comedy that serves up a taste of culinary passion right from the kitchen
also stars Janet Kidder (“Arrow”).
Reality cooking show producer Kelly (Liebert) prepares for “Little Gourmet” – a cooking
show for kids. This season is especially important for Kelly, as it is her boss Amanda’s (Kidder)
last season and Kelly is in the running for a promotion when Amanda leaves the show. When
show host Chef Betty (Gabrielle Rose, “The Man in the High Castle”) has an unexpected injury,
Kelly hires controversial Chef Stephen (Dalton) as her temporary replacement. Though they butt
heads at first, eventually the two pair up to help one another—and even form a romantic
connection. Kelly helps Stephen soften his damaged image, and Stephen encourages Kelly to
share her creative ideas so she wins the promotion over her competition, Jeremy (Preston
Vanderslice, “Girlfriends’ Guide to Divorce,” “Garage Sale Mystery: A Case of Murder”). Just as
their romance begins to blossom, though, Chef Betty returns and Stephen receives an offer to
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host a show across the country. Kelly is also shocked to learn that Jeremy has stolen her ideas
and presented them as his own. When Chef Betty hurts herself right before the live finale, Kelly
must seize the opportunity to both prove her producing skill and bring Stephen back into her life.
“Cooking with Love” is a Pender Street Pictures 4 Inc. production. Tom Berry, Steve
Stabler, Andrew Litch, Ryan M. Murphy, Breanne Hartley and Sebastian Battro are the executive
producers. Gilles LaPlante is the producer. Jem Garrard directed from a script by Justine Cogan
Gunn and Marcy Holland.
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